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Agenda

n Part I: Understand the XML Document Object Model (DOM) 

in depth

n Part II: Understand how to construct and generate XML 

documents using Java and DOM 

n Part III: Build a DOM tree and generate an XML document 

from it using Java

n Part IV: Understand how to use the DOM in different 

environments

n Part V: Understand XML data manipulations using the DOM 

API and Java

n Part VI: Summary
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DOM Part I

The Document Object Model (DOM)
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Introduction to DOM

n XML provides the constructs to express data into a standard 
format

n The DOM provides a standard way of accessing data
n The DOM provides a layer of abstraction between the 

application and the XML document
n The DOM layer of abstraction comes in the form of interfaces 

with methods and properties to help manipulate XML 
documents

n XML is a hierarchical language (i.e.., the XML tags have 
parent-child relationships). DOM does not impose the use of a 
tree as an internal data structure for parsers
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Types of DOM

n The DOM addresses the need for an Object Model in HTML and 
XML
n A well-formed HTML document is also an XML document
n The XML DOM is referred as the Core DOM
n The HTML DOM is an extension of the Core specification

n DOM Level 3: working draft
n DOM Level 1/2 Core: methods and properties that can be used to 

manipulate XML

n DOM Level 1 HTML: extends the Level 1 Core to provide 
support for Dynamic HTML

n DOM Level 0: viewed as the combination of the HTML DOMs 
exposed in IE3 and Netscape Navigator 3
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DOM Applications

n Browser-based DOM applications

n DOM does not always need to be used
n A Web page can just point to the URL of an XML document, 

and an XSL style sheet or CSS can be associated to provide a 
view of the data

n DOM is used from a script when the XML document 
needs modifications, or some XML data needs to be 
accessed

n Server-side DOM applications

n DOM used heavily to process XML documents or 
interface legacy databases
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The Future of DOM and its 
Current Limitations

n DOM Level 1 only defines the constructs to expose and 
manipulate an XML document

n DOM Level 2/3 address the following limitations:
n DTD or Schema validation support
n Multiple user support to allow concurrent edition of XML document in 

a structured manner
n XSL stylesheet support
n An event model, etc.
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Microsoft’s DOM Level 1 Extensions

n A definite syntax for loading documents, which is not 
provided by the specification

n XML tree model persistence into an XML document

n Support for data types in elements and attributes
n Stylesheet transformations from script
n Identification of parse errors

n Asynchronous XML document downloading
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DOM Part II

Constructing and Generating XML Documents 

Using Java and DOM
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Java-Based DOM Parser APIs

n DOM 2.0 Java binding specification
n DOM 1.0 Java binding specification

http://www.w3.org/TR/1998/REC-DOM-Level-1-
19981001 /java-binding.zip

n The IMB XML for Java API reference can be found in 
Appendix D of  “XML and Java”

n Variations exist between the mainstream DOM parser APIs, 
and the code must be altered to use one parser v.s. another. 
JAXP and JDOM are alternatives that alleviate these 
limitations
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Mainstream DOM Java-Based Parsers
IBM XML4J & Apache Xerces-J

n Parser adheres very closely to the DOM specification

n The Document node is called “Document”
n There are two DOM parsers: validating and nonvalidating
n All the DOM interfaces are defined in org.w3c.dom

n Once the DOMParser object is created, the parse(url) 
method must be used to load the document
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Mainstream DOM Java-Based Parsers
Sun XML Parser

n Sun’s XML Parser is also known as “Java Project X” (i.e., 
Crimson 1.0)

n DOM specifics contained in org.w3c.dom

n com.sun.xml.tree contains the classes needed to load and 
parse XML documents

n XMLDocument class has a method 
“createXMLDocument(url, doValidation) that returns an 
XmlDocument object
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Mainstream DOM Java-Based Parsers
Microsoft/DataChannel

n Implements both the standard DOM and Microsoft’s 
extensions

n Standard DOM classes are located in org.w3c.dom

n Microsoft’s extensions are located in the package 
com.datachannel.xml.om

n If classes are created with the new operator, the classes in 
com.datachannel.xml.om must be used (instead of the 
abstract classes)
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DOM Part III

Building a DOM Tree and Generating an XML 

Document from it Using Java
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Tree Manipulation Using the 
DOM API

n A node in a DOM tree may be one of:
n Document, ProcessingInstruction, Comment, 

DocumentType, Notation, Entity, Element, Text, 
CDATASection, or EntityReference

n DOM provides a set of methods for DOM trees (see “XML 
and Java”, chapter 4.2) to:

n Access and update a node status
n Access structural information (parents/childs)

n Insert, delete, and replace child nodes
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Sample Tree Manipulation Using 
the DOM API

n See sections 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 of the of the “XML and Java” 
textbook
n Section 3.2 explains how to create a DOM tree from scratch
n Section 3.3. Explains how to leverage off of an existing DTD to create 

a DOM tree. This requires special functionality provided by XML4J to 
parse a DTD (as there is no support for accessing DTD information in 
DOM Level 1)

n Section 3.4. Explains how to generate a document from a DOM tree

n It is strongly suggested to experiment with the examples 
provided in the “XML and Java” textbook
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Using DOM on the Server Side

n DOM can be used on the server to create an in-memory XML 
tree that can be persisted up to the client

n Active Server Pages
n ASP technology allows ActiveX objects to be used in server-side 

ASP scripts (i.e., VBScript, or JavaScript)
n At the difference of the earlier VBScript example, the 

CreateObject(…) function is now provided by the server object

n Java Servlets
n The service method is called to process client requests.
n The XML parser is instantiated and the DOM is used to create 

XML documents
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Sample Use of Server-Side DOM

n See sub-topic 2.3.2 in session 2 notes on XML POP Application 
Server Framework:
n Implements a server side POP framework using a servlet
n The servlet uses the IBM XML for Java parser to interface DOM Level 1
n It is strongly suggested to experiment with the example and build the 

suggested framework, as it provides great insight into the DOM and its 
Java binding. The resulting framework is also a very valuable 
implementation of server-side XML for POP applications
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DOM Part IV

Understand How to Use the DOM in Different 

Environments
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Using DOM with Scripts within 
Internet Explorer 5

n IE5 can instantiate an XML parser from an HTML page to 
access XML documents

n In IE5, XML documents can also be embedded directly 
into HTML documents by using “data islands”, which are 
denoted by the <XML> tag

n The parser used by IE5 can be instantiated using data 
islands, or via direct XML object creation from a script
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Using DOM with JavaScript in IE5
n JavaScript Example

<HTML>

<BODY>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=“Javascript” FOR=“window” EVENT=“onload”>

// Instantiate the XML parser

var xml = new ActiveXObject(“microsoft.xmldom”);

// Turn off asynchronous downloading

xml.async = false;

// Load an XML document from the server

xml.load(“http://acf5.nyu.edu/xml/clients.xml”);

// Check if the XML document was parsed successfully
if (xml.parseError.reason != “ “) {

alert (“ERROR: “ + xml.parseError.reason);

} else {

// Display the name of the root element

alert (“The root element is: “ + xml.documentElement.nodeName)

}

</SCRIPT>

</BODY>
</HTML>
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Using DOM with VBScript in IE5
n VBScript Example

<HTML>

<BODY>
<SCRIPT LANGUAGE=“VBscript” FOR=“window” EVENT=“onload”>

Dim xml

‘ Instantiate the XML parser

Set xml = CreateObject (“microsoft.xmldom”);

‘ Turn off asynchronous downloading

xml.async = false;

‘ Load an XML document from the server

xml.load(“http://acf5.nyu.edu/xml/clients.xml”);
‘ Check if the XML document was parsed successfully

if (xml.parseError.reason <> “ “) then

msgbox (“ERROR: “ + xml.parseError.reason);

else

‘ Display the name of the root element

msgbox (“The root element is: “ + xml.documentElement.nodeName)

endif
</SCRIPT>

</BODY>

</HTML>
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Using DOM with Java
Assumes DataChannel Parser (Java port of Microsoft’s XML Parser)

import com.datachannel.xml.om.*

import com.datachannel.xml.tokenizer.parser.XMLParseException;

public class ValidateDocument {

public static void main(String argv[ ]) {
Document doc = new Document( );

boolean ok = true;

try {

doc.load ( argv[0] );

} catch (XMLDOMException e) {

System.out.println (“\n\n” + e.getReason ( ) );

ok = false;

}
if ( ok == true ) {

System.out.println (“Document is valid and here it is…”);

System.out.println (doc.getXML ( ) );

}

}

}
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XML Support in IE5

n See Session 5 handout on DOM for a detailed description 
of XML DOM Level 1 support in IE5.

n For additional details, as needed, see also chapters 7 and 8 
of  the recommended textbook “Applied XML: A Toolkit 
for Programmers” by Alex Ceponkus, and Faraz 
Hoodbhoy (optional)
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DOM Part V

XML Data Manipulations 
Using the DOM API and Java
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Java-based XML Data 
Manipulations Using the DOM API

n The DOM API provides a set of methods to access DOM trees
n A DOM tree node may be one of: 

n Document, ProcessingInstruction, Comment, DocumentType, Notation, 
Entity, Element, Text, CDATASection, or EntityReference

n The DOM API allows the following tree manipulations via the 
“Node” interface:
n Updating the status of a node: node.setNodeValue( ), etc.
n Accessing structural information: node.getParentNode( ), etc.
n Inserting, deleting, and replacing a child node
n See Chapter 4.2 in “XML and Java” textbook for API details
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DOM Part VI

Summary
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Summary

n DOM Level 2 or Level 1 Core are the current specifications 
supported by mainstream parsers

n The DOM API provides a set of methods to access DOM trees 
n DOM applications can be browser or server based

n Microsoft’s initially extended DOM Level 1 to address some 
of its limitations

n There are differences between the mainstream DOM parser 
APIs. These differences must be addressed to port DOM 
applications from one  parser to another


